Dear Customer

End of September 2011
Unipulse Corporation
International Sales Department
+81-3-3639-6121

End of sales notification for M350 intelligent printer

We appreciate your selection of UNIPULSE products,
We have to inform you that M350 intelligent printer is no longer in production and we will
discontinue its sales as soon as our present stock has run out.

However, we will continue support services such as repair of this product.
（See Note below）
We will introduce substitute products from our sales department according to required
functions for customers who are considering purchasing the product.
Also, we have products that have equivalent functions so please feel free to keep contact us.

Note： Storage period of repair parts and consumption parts is prescribed by UNIPULSE.

【M350 intelligent printer】

●
●
●
●

Long time continuous operation by rolling up printed roll paper
Easy operation with LCD
4 indicators can be connected by adding SI/FII interface
Data accumulation on a memory card（the sales of the option has already ended）
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Recommended substitute products

■ For printing to the roll paper

■M252B intelligent printer
M252B is an intelligent printer that has equivalent functions of M350.
It has equivalent functions of the statistical processing and the
totalization of each code as M350 and it has a double-printing
function as standard.
Consumption parts such as roll paper and ink ribbon will not be
wasted because they are in common with M350.
・It takes over functions of the statistical processing
and the totalization of each code from M350
・Consumption parts are common to M350 so they can be used.

【M252B intelligent printer】

・SI/F input 2ch is equipped as standard
（Two indicators can be connected）

■ For recording to a Memory card

■DS252 paperless printer
DS252 is a paper less printer that has equivalent functions of M350.
It can save data to a CF card.
Recommended for customers who use M350 memory card I/F.
It has equivalent functions of the statistic processing and the
counting by code as M350 and the operation is easier with LCD.
・Data type is CSV format that is easy to handle
・Writing-to-card function can be selected
from Write-once or Over-write

【DS252 paper less printer】

・Easy operation with LCD
・SI/F input 2ch is equipped as standard
（Two indicator can be connected）

Please contact the International sales department if you have any questions.
Also, please feel free to contact us if you use M350 as quad-printing by adding a SI/FII interface.
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